
Siam Thai
Appetizers 

A1 THAI STUFFED CHICKEN WINGS ปีกไกย่ดัไส ้ Small:
4pcs 10.99 Large: 6pcs 12.99

boneless and breaded chicken wings stuffed with 
ground chicken, curry paste, corn and peas

A2 COCONUT PRAWNS กุง้ทอดมะพรา้ว 14.99
8 pieces of prawns breaded with coconut shavings 

and deep fried

A3 CALAMARI AND SHRIMP ปลาหมกึ กุง้ ชบุแป้งทอด
16.99

calamari and four shrimp in tempura batter

A4 FRESH SPRING ROLLS ปอเปี� ยะสด  9.50
your choice of ground chicken, pork or shrimp with

rice noodles, lettuce, carrots, cucumber, cilantro
and wrapped in rice paper. Served with 

spring roll sauce

A5 DEEP FRIED SPRING ROLLS ปอเปี� ยะทอด 4pc:9.00
8pc: 16.00 10pc: 18.00

crispy spring rolls with your choice of ground
chicken, pork or shrimp mixed with mungbean 

noodles, bean sprouts, shredded cabbage and
carrots

A6 GOLDEN PURSES กระทงทอง 10.99
stuffed with a mixture of pork, shrimp, garlic, and

ground peppers and wrapped in a spring roll
wrapper deep fried (6pcs)

A7 GOLDEN CUPS กระทงทอง 12.99
baked cups made from spring roll wrappers

filled with our Thai shrimp salad (diced
cucumber, red and green bell peppers and

celery topped off with a shrimp) Flavored with
lime juice, coriander, mint leaves, finely

chopped lemon grass and roasted peanuts

A8 CHICKEN OR PORK OR BEEF OR SHRIMP SATAY
สะเตะ๊ ไก/่หม/ูเนื�อ/กุง้  Pork/Chicken/Beef

12.99 Shrimp 13.99
satay marinated in a creamy mixture of

coconut milk, curry powder and Thai spices are
skewered, grilled and served with our

homemade peanut sauce

A9 SHRIMP LETTUCE WRAP เมี�ยงกุง้  12.99
a wrap it yourself appetizer- lettuce leaves are

used to wrap a mixture of diced ginger, hot
chilli,diced lime, roasted peanuts, roasted

coconut and 6 shrimp. Served with our sweet tart
sauce
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Appetizers อาหารวา่ง
A10 SAVORY CHICKEN OR PORK LETTUCE WRAP

(LARB) ลาบ ไก/่หม ู  10.99
a wrap it yourself appetizer- lettuce leaves are used

to wrap a premixed combination of minced
chicken or pork, sliced shallots, spring onions,

mintleaves, coriander and lime juice, seasoned
with our special Thai dressing

A11 SIAM CRISPY LETTUCE WRAP สลดัหอ่ 
Chicken 10.99 Shrimp 12.99

your choice of minced chicken or shrimp mixed
with crispy spring roll wrappers, red and green bell 
peppers, onions and Thai basil in chili jam sauce
and served with six lettuce leaves for wrapping

A12 DEEP FRIED WONTON WRAPPERS เกี�ยวทอด 12.99
deep fried wonton wrappers stuffed with imitation
crab meat and a mixture of cream cheese and

Thai spice (6 pcs)

S3 CREAMY CHICKEN GALANGAL SOUP ตม้ขา่ไก่
Small 12.99 Large 17.99

chicken breast, mushrooms and tomato
cooked in coconut milk and flavoured with

galangal, lemongrass, kaffir leaves and lime
juice. Garnished with green onions and

coriander

S4 SOUR AND SPICY SOUP (SERVED WITH CHICKEN
OR PRAWNS) ตม้ยํา  With Chicken Small:10.50

Large:14.50 With Prawns Small:13.00
Large:17.00

cooked with your choice of clear or creamy
stock, mushrooms and tomato and flavored

with galangal, lemon grass, straw mushrooms
and kaffir leaves, garnished with lime juice,

coriander leaves and green onions

S5 THAI STYLE WONTON SOUP เกี�ยวนํ�าหมแูดง 
Small 10.50 Large 14.50

wontons simmered in a clear stock with bok
choy and BBQ pork and seasoned with ground
roasted peanuts, chili, and lime juice, garnished
with garlic, green onions and coriander leaves

S6 DELUXE WONTON SOUP เกี�ยวนํ�ารวมมติร Small
11.50 Large 15.50

wontons simmered in a clear stock with a 
combination of broccoli, cauliflower, carrots, 

mushrooms, pork, chicken and shrimp.
Garnished 

with green onions and coriander

Soups ซปุ
S1 MUNGBEAN NOODLE SOUP (SERVED WITH

CHICKEN OR PORK) แกงจดืวุน้เสน้ Small
8.99 Large 13.99

onions, Chinese mushrooms, and mungbean
noodles in a clear stock

S2 DELUXE SOUP แกงจดืรวมมติร  Small
9.99 Large 13.99

a combination of pork, chicken, prawns and
mixed vegetables, simmered in a clear stock
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S7 SOUR AND SPICY SOUP WITH NOODLES (SERVED
WITH CHICKEN OR PRAWNS) กว๋ยเตี�ยวตม้ยํา  With
Chicken Small:10.99 Medium:12.99 Large:14.99 With

Prawns Small:13.50 Medium:15.50 Large:17.50
cooked in our clear stock, flavored with galangal,

lemon grass, mushrooms, and kaffir leaves.
Seasoned with lime juice, salt, hot chili and

garnished with coriander leaves and green onions.
Served with rice noodles

S8 SOUR AND SPICY SEAFOOD SOUP ตม้ยําทะเล 
Small 14.50 Medium 16.50 Large 18.50

prawns, squid, and mussels cooked in our clear
stock and flavored with galangal, lemon grass,

mushrooms, and kaffir leaves. Seasoned with lime 
juice, salt, hot chili and garnished with coriander

leaves and green onions

S9 SOUR AND SPICY SOUP WITH JUMBO BLACK TIGER
PRAWNS ตม้ยํากุง้กลุาดํา  Large 19.99

cooked in our clear stock and flavored with
galangal, lemon grass, mushrooms and kaffir

leaves. Seasoned with lime juice, salt, hot chili and
garnished with coriander leaves and green onions

Salads ยํา
S10 SPICY GLASS NOODLES SALAD (SERVED WITH

YOUR CHOICE OF CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS) ยําวุน้
เสน้  Chicken or Pork 14.50 Prawns 17.50

prepared with mungbean noodles, spring onions,
celery and lettuce, flavored with our spicy-sweet
dressing and garnished with cilantro and mint

leaves

S11 SPICY SEAFOOD SALAD ยําทะเล   18.99
squid, prawns, and mussels are served with celery,
shallots, spring onions and lettuce leaves, flavored

with our chili-lime dressing and garnished with
cilantro

S12 THAI GRILLED PRAWN SALAD พลา่กุง้   18.99
grilled prawns served with lemon grass, shallots,
Thai chili, coriander leaves and lettuce, flavored
with our spicy-tangy dressing and garnished with

mint leaves

S13 GREEN PAPAYA SALAD สม้ตําไทย  
11.99

shredded papaya and sliced tomatoes tossed
with our special dressing of tamarind, roasted
peanuts, Thai chili, lime juice and palm sugar

S14 THAI GRILLED BEEF OR PORK SALAD ยําเนื�อ
ยา่ง/หมยูา่ง 17.99

sirloin steak or pork loin (grilled, thin sliced)
served on a bed of lettuce and mixed with
spring onions, mint leaves, lemon grass, red

onions, tomato and cucumbers tossed in our
homemade dressing

S15 SAVORY BEEF SALAD เนื�อนํ�าตก 17.99
sirloin steak (grilled, sliced thin) served on a bed

of lettuce with mint leaves, coriander leaves,
spring onions, ground chili and shallots.

Flavoured with North eastern style Thai dressing
(ground roasted rice and lime juice)

S16 MIXED VEGETABLE SALAD (SERVED WITH
CHICKEN, PORK AND PRAWNS) ยําใหญ ่  16.99

prepared with tomatoes, cucumbers, celery,
and spring onions tossed in our Thai peanut

dressing and garnished with sliced hard boiled
eggs

S17 GREEN MANGO SALAD (SEASONAL) OR
GREEN APPLE SALAD ยํามะมว่ง/แอปเปิ�ล  

11.99
shredded green mangoes or green apples

tossed in our spicy-tangy sauce (lime juice and
chili) and garnished with peanuts
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Curry แกง

S18 CUCUMBER SALAD ตําแตง   10.99
shredded cucumber and sliced tomatoes

tossed with our special tamarind sauce with
roasted peanuts, Thai chili, lime juice and palm

sugar

The following entrees (unless specified) are served
with your choice of:

Beef, Chicken, or Pork for 15.99
Prawns for 17.99

Seafood (Calamari, Mussels and Prawns) for 18.99

1 GREEN CURRY แกงเขยีวหวาน   
simmered in coconut milk and green curry paste
and includes bamboo shoots, zucchini, red and

green bell peppers, Thai eggplant (seasonal) and
garnished with Thai basil

2 RED CURRY แกงเผ็ด   
simmered in coconut milk and red curry paste and
includes bamboo shoots, zucchini, red and green
bell peppers, Thai eggplant (seasonal) and Thai

basil

3 YELLOW CURRY (SERVED WITH CHICKEN OR BEEF)
แกงกะหรี�  

simmered in coconut milk, yellow curry paste and
served with potatoes this curry is slightly sweet and

spicy. Chicken thighs are used. Substitution with
chicken breast upon request.

4 MASSAMAN CURRY (SERVED WITH CHICKEN OR
BEEF) แกงมสัมั�น  

simmered in coconut milk, tamarind, Thai spices
and herbs and served with potatoes and

garnished with peanuts. Chicken thighs are
used. Substitution with chicken breast upon

request.

5 COUNTRY STYLE CURRY แกงป่า  
simmered in our homemade stock, and our

country style curry paste and includes bamboo
shoots, Thai eggplants (seasonal), zucchini, red

and green bell peppers and Thai basil

6 DRY CURRY (PANANG) (SERVED WITH CHICKEN
OR BEEF) พะแนง  

simmered in panang curry paste and coconut
milk this curry is served with potatoes, red and
green bell peppers and garnished with kaffir

lime leaves

7 DRY CURRY WITH JUMBO BLACK TIGER PRAWNS
พะแนงกุง้กลุาดํา  19.99

four jumbo black tiger prawns sautéed in
panang curry paste and coconut milk and

served with potatoes, red and green bell
peppers and garnished with kaffir lime leaves

9 SALMON GREEN CURRY แกงเขยีวหวานแซลมอน
  17.99

salmon simmered in coconut milk and green
curry paste with bamboo shoots, zucchini,

green beans, green and red bell peppers, Thai
eggplant (seasonal) and garnished with Thai

basil

10 SALMON RED CURRY แกงเผ็ดแซลมอน  
17.99

salmon simmered in coconut milk and red curry
paste with bamboo shoots, zucchini, green

beans, green and red bell peppers, Thai
eggplant (seasonal) and garnished with Thai

basil
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17 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS) IN
PEANUT SAUCE ผัดนํ�าจิ�มสะเตะ๊  

your choice of meat stir fried in our creamy peanut
sauce with mixed vegetables including mushrooms

and broccoli

18 SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS ผัด
เปรี�ยวหวาน  

stir fried with tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, red and
green bell peppers, and pineapples and sautéed

in our homemade sweet and sour sauce. Your
choice of battered or unbattered

19 STIR-FRIED MIXED VEGETABLES (WITH BEEF,
CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS) ผัดผักรวมมติร  
your choice of meat stir-fried with cauliflower,

carrots, broccoli, mushrooms and celery in our stir
fry sauce

20 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS)
WITH BAMBOO SHOOTS ผัดถั�วลนัเตา  

mushrooms, onions and bamboo shoots in our stir-
fry sauce with your choice of meat

21 STIR-FRIED CHICKEN OR BEEF IN OYSTER SAUCE ผัด
นํ�ามนัหอย 

chicken or beef is stir fried in oyster sauce with
mushrooms and green onions

22 STIR-FRIED BEEF OR CHICKEN WITH GAI LAN ผัดคะ
นา้นํ�ามนัหอย   

beef or chicken is stir fried with red chili peppers
and gai lan in our spicy stir fry sauce

23A STIR-FRIED CHICKEN WITH CASHEW NUTS ผัดเม็ด
มะมว่งหมิพานต ์  

chicken is stir fried with diced celery, carrots and
onions and garnished with cashew nuts in our stir

fry sauce

23B NEW STYLE CHICKEN WITH CASHEW NUTS ผัดเม็ด
มะมว่งหมิพานต ์

chicken is stir fried with shitake mushroom, onion,
red and green peppers in oyster sauce and

garnished with cashews

Stir-Fries ผัด
The following entrees (unless specified) are served

with your choice of:
Beef, Chicken, or Pork for 14.99

Prawns for 16.99
Seafood (Calamari, Mussels and Prawns) for 17.99

11 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK, PRAWNS OR
SEAFOOD) IN HOMEMADE CURRY PASTE WITH

GREEN BEANS ผัดพรกิขงิ  
stir fried homemade curry paste with green
beans and garnished with kaffir lime leaves

12 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK, PRAWNS OR
SEAFOOD) IN HOMEMADE CURRY PASTE ผัดเผ็ด

 
stir fried homemade curry paste with zucchini,
mushrooms, bamboo shoots, red and green

bell peppers, green beans and garnished with
Thai basil

13 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS)
WITH GINGER ผัดขงิ  

ginger, onions, dry mushrooms, and red and
green bell peppers in our stir fry sauce

14 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS)
WITH LEMON GRASS ผัดตะไคร ้  

lemongrass, onions, dry mushrooms, and red
and green bell peppers in our stir fry sauce

15 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS)
WITH GRILLED EGGPLANT ผัดมะเขอืเผา  

sliced grilled eggplant, onions, red and green
bell peppers garnished with Thai basil in our stir

fry sauce

16 GARLIC AND PEPPER CHICKEN, PORK OR
PRAWNS ผัดกระเทยีมพรกิไทย 

your choice of meat is stir-fried in our garlic and
pepper sauce and served on a bed of sautéed
carrots and cabbage and garnished with green

onions
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24 STIR-FRIED CHICKEN OR PORK WITH DICED
MANGOES ผัดมะมว่ง  

diced mangoes are stir fried with onions, and
red and green bell peppers in our stir fry sauce

26 PAD THAI ผัดไทย  
rice noodles stir fried with tofu, ground roasted

peanuts, bean sprouts and chives

27 COCONUT NOODLES กว๋ยเตี�ยวกะท ิ  
rice noodles stir fried with tofu, shallots, ground
roasted peanuts, bean sprouts and chives in

coconut milk and garnished with a thinly sliced
omelet

28 CRISPY FRIED NOODLES MEE KROB หมี�กรอบไทย 
this sweet deep-fried vermicelli noodle dish is stir
fried with tofu, lemon juice, and palm sugar and

garnished with cabbage and spring onions

29 PAN FRIED EGG NOODLES หมี�กรอบราดหนา้ 
pan fried egg noodles are served with mixed

vegetables including carrots, broccoli, cauliflower,
celery and mushrooms in our stir-fry sauce

Noodles กว๋ยเตี�ยว
The following entrees are served

with your choice of:
Beef, Chicken, or Pork for 14.99

Prawns for 16.99

30 SOFT EGG NOODLES ผัดบะหมี�ผักรวม  
so egg noodles stir fried with mixed vegetables

including carrots, broccoli, cauliflower and 
mushrooms in our spicy sauce

Fried Rice ขา้วผัด
 The following entrees are served

with your choice of:
Beef, Chicken, or Pork for 14.99

Prawns for 16.99

31 THAI FRIED RICE ขา้วผัด  
jasmine rice stir-fried with tomatoes, onions,

eggs and garnished with coriander leaves and
sliced cucumbers

32 SPICY FRIED RICE ขา้วผัดนํ�าพรกิเผา  
jasmine rice stir-fried in chili jam with tomatoes

and onions and garnished with a sliced omelet,
spring onions and cucumbers

33 SPICY COUNTRY STYLE FRIED RICE ขา้วผัดบา้น
นอก   

jasmine rice stir-fried with fresh chili, eggs,
onions, tomato, garlic and gai lan

34 SPICY THAI BASIL FRIED RICE ขา้วผัดใบโหระพา
 

jasmine rice stir-fried with fresh chili, Thai basil,
onions and red and green peppers

35 SIAM FRIED RICE ขา้วผัดสบัปะรด  
jasmine rice is stir-fried with eggs, onions,

tomatoes and pineapples and garnished with
cucumbers and spring onions
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36 YELLOW CURRY WITH FISH แกงกะหรี�ปลา 
deep-fried basa fillet is simmered in coconut milk,

yellow curry paste and served with potatoes.
Slightly sweet and spicy

37 FISH IN DRY CURRY SAUCE ฉู่ฉี�ปลา  
deep-fried basa fillet in red curry paste and

garnished with thinly sliced kaffir lime leaves and
served over a bed of bok choy

38 SWEET AND SOUR FISH ปลาเปรี�ยวหวาน 
deep fried basa fillet with onions, cucumbers,

tomatoes, red and green bell peppers and
pineapples in our homemade sweet and sour

sauce

39 SWEET AND SPICY FISH ปลาสามรส  
deep-fried basa fillet with pineapples and red and
green bell peppers served in a sauce that is slightly

sweet as well as spicy over a bed of cabbage

40 STIR-FRIED FISH IN GINGER SAUCE OR LEMON
GRASS SAUCE ปลาทอดราดขงิ 

deep-fried basa fillet with homemade ginger or
lemongrass sauce stir fried with red and green bell
peppers, onions, Chinese mushrooms and green

onions

  

Fish ปลา
All fish dishes are a  basa fillet

17.99

41 NIPON'S FISH ปลาราดพรกิ  
pan-fried basa fillet with crispy basil, garlic and

fresh chili in a spicy sauce

Combination Plates &
One Plate Dishes

 
 

K1 BBQ BABY BACK RIBS IN THAI STYLE BBQ SAUCE
WITH MIXED VEGETABLES AND SPICY FRIED RICE

ซี�โครงหมยูา่ง  29.99

K2 THAI BBQ CHICKEN SERVED WITH PAPAYA
SALAD AND STICKY RICE ไกย่า่ง ขา้วเหนยีว สม้ตํา

 15.99

K3 THAI STYLE CHICKEN BBQ SERVED WITH MIXED
VEGETABLES AND COCONUT RICE ไกย่า่ง ขา้วมนั

สม้ตํา 15.99

K4 THAI BBQ BABY BACK RIBS (1/2 ORDER) SERVED
WITH MIXED VEGETABLES AND SPICY FRIED RICE

ซี�โครงหมยูา่ง ขา้วผัด  22.99

K5 THAI STYLE NEW YORK STEAK (6 OZ) SERVED
WITH GREEN CURRY FRIED RICE AND MIXED

VEGETABLES สเต็กเนื�อ ขา้วผัดแกงเขยีวหวาน 19.99

K6 SALMON STEAK (6 OZ) SERVED WITH YELLOW
CURRY FRIED RICE AND MIXED VEGETABLES สเต็ก

แซลมอน ขา้วผัดแกงกะหรี� 14.99 16.99

K7 GARLIC AND PEPPER PORK ON RICE WITH
MIXED VEGGIES ขา้วราดหมกูระเทยีมพรกิไทย

15.99
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E1 KHAO SOY ขา้วซอยเชยีงใหม ่ 16.99
a northern curry from Chaing Mai served with

crispy egg noodles and a side of lime and shallots
with your choice of chicken or beef

 E2 PORK SIDE RIBS IN MASSAMAN CURRY แกงมสัมั�น
ซี�โครงหม ู  17.99

tender short ribs simmered with onions and
tomatoes in massaman curry

E3 PAD KEE MAO (THAI DRUNKEN NOODLES) ผัดขี�เมา
 Beef, Chicken, or Pork 14.99 Prawns 16.99

your choice of chicken, pork, beef or prawns, stir-
fried with thick rice noodles, red and green

peppers, onions and spicy Thai chili

E4 CHAING MAI THAI SAUSAGES ไสอ้ั�วเชยีงใหม ่
16.99

two grilled, spicy traditional Thai sausages made
with pork and Thai herbs and spices. A nice

compliment to other entrees

  

Chef's Specials อาหารแนะนํา

E5 STIR-FRIED (BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS)
IN CHILI JAM ผัดนํ�าพรกิเผา  Beef, Chicken, or

Pork 14.99 Prawns 16.99
stir fried with onions, celery, red and green bell

peppers, and sweet basil leaves

E6 PAD SEE-EEW เสน้ใหญผั่ดซอีิ�ว Beef, Chicken,
or Pork 14.99 Prawns 16.99

thick rice noodles stir fried with onions, red and
green peppers and eggs

E8 THICK RICE NOODLES WITH GAI LAN (RAD NA
SIN YI)) เสน้ใหญร่าดหนา้ Beef, Chicken, or Pork

14.99 Prawns 16.99
your choice of meat stir fried with gai lan in

ourstir-fry sauce over pan fried thick rice
noodles

K8 BREADED COCONUT VEAL IN NAM DANG
SAUCE สเต็กลกูววัราดไวนแ์ดง 17.99

tender veal marinated in lemongrass sauce and
pan fried in our sweet and spicy Nam Dang
sauce and served over a bed of asparagus

spears

K9 THAI GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST ON RICE WITH
MIXED VEGGIES ขา้วมนัไกย่า่ง 15.99

K10 STIR FRIED THAI BASIL LEAVES ON RICE WITH
CHOICE OF BEEF, CHICKEN, PORK OR PRAWNS
ขา้วราดโหระพา  Beef, Chicken, or Pork

14.99 Prawns 16.99

K11 GRILLED PORK SKEWERS WITH STICKY RICE
AND PAPAYA SALAD ขา้วเหนยีว สม้ตํา หมปิู�ง 

15.99
grilled pork marinated in coriander, black

pepper, garlic, soy sauce and cilantro served
with sticky rice and papaya salad

Rice ขา้ว
 

JASMINE RICE 2.00 per person

COCONUT RICE 2.50 per person

STICKY RICE 4.00 per container



Siam Thai V7 VEGETARIAN RED CURRY แกงเผ็ดเจ   
bamboo shoots, zucchini, red and green bell

peppers, Thai eggplant (seasonal) and Thai basil
simmered in coconut milk and red curry paste

V8 VEGETARIAN GREEN CURRY แกงเขยีวหวานเจ  
 

bamboo shoots, zucchini, red and green bell
peppers, Thai eggplant (seasonal) and Thai basil
simmered in coconut milk and green curry paste

V9 VEGETARIAN YELLOW CURRY แกงกะหรี�เจ  
tofu simmered in coconut milk and yellow curry
paste and served with potatoes, broccoli and

cauliflower

V10 VEGETARIAN MASSAMAN CURRY แกงมสัมั�นเจ  

tofu simmered in coconut milk, tamarind, Thai
spices and herbs, served with potatoes, broccoli,

cauliflower and garnished with peanuts

V11 VEGETARIAN COUNTRY STYLE CURRY แกงป่าเจ 

sautéed in vegetable oil and red curry paste,
includes bamboo shoots, Thai eggplants, zucchini,

red and green peppers and Thai basil

V12 VEGETARIAN DRY CURRY พะแนงเจ  
tofu sautéed in panang curry paste and coconut
milk and served with potatoes, red and green bell
peppers, broccoli, cauliflower and garnished with

kaffir lime leaves

Vegetarian Menu 
อาหารมงัสวรัิต

All Curry Dishes 14.99
V1 FRESH SPRING ROLLS ปอเปี� ยะสดเจ  9.50

carrots, cucumber, mint, cilantro, tofu and rice
noodles wrapped in rice paper and served with

our sweet tart sauce

V2 DEEP FRIED VEGGIE SPRING ROLLS ปอเปี� ยะทอด
เจ Small 8.00 Medium 15.00 Large 17.00
crispy spring rolls filled with a mixture of

vegetables and mungbean noodles and served
with our sweet tart sauce

V3 GOLDEN TRIANGLES เตา้หูท้อด 10.99
tofu triangles deep fried to a golden brown and

served with our sweet tart sauce

Appetizers อาหารวา่ง

Soups ซปุ
V4 TOFU SOUP ซปุเตา้หู ้ Small 8.50 Large 12.50

tofu cubes simmered in our vegetable stock and
garnished with green onions and coriander

V5 MUNGBEAN NOODLE SOUP แกงจดืวุน้เสน้เจ Small
8.50 Large 12.50

mungbean noodles, mushrooms and green onions
simmered in our vegetable stock

V6 VEGETARIAN TOM YUM SOUP ตม้ยําเห็ด  Small
8.50 Large 12.50

mushrooms simmered in our vegetable stock with
galangal, lemongrass and kaffir leaves and

seasoned with lime juice, green onions and cilantro

Curry แกง
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V20 GREEN BEANS AND TOFU STIR-FRIED IN HOMEMADE
CURRY PASTE ผัดพรกิขงิเตา้หู ้  

green beans, tofu and kaffir leaves stir-fried in our
homemade curry paste

Stir-Fries ผัด
All stir-Fries 13.99

V13 STIR-FRIED MIXED VEGETABLES ผัดผักรวมมติร  
celery, mushrooms, carrots, broccoli and cauliflower

stir-fried in our vegetarian stir-fry sauce

V14 STIR-FRIED SPICY GAI LAN ผัดถั�วลนัเตา   
prepared with red chili peppers and gai lan in our

spicy stir-fry sauce

V15 CRISPY TOFU SWEET AND SOUR ผัดเปรี�ยวหวานเตา้หู ้
ทอด 

deep fried tofu sautéed in our sweet and sour sauce
with cucumbers, tomatoes, onions, red and green

bell 
peppers and pineapples

V16 STIR-FRIED EGGPLANT WITH THAI BASIL LEAVES ผัด
มะเขอืเผา  

grilled eggplants, onions, red and green peppers
and Thai basil leaves stir-fried in our vegetarian stir-

fry sauce

V17 SAUTÉED MIXED VEGETABLES IN PEANUT SAUCE ผัด
ผักนํ�าจิ�มสะเตะ๊  

snow peas, broccoli, cauliflower and mushrooms stir
fried in our creamy peanut sauce

V18 SPICY ORIENTAL GREENS WITH TOFU ผัดผักไทยรวม
มติร  

bok choy, gai lan, tofu and bean sprouts stir-fried in
our spicy sauce

V19 MIXED VEGETABLES AND TOFU STIR-FRIED IN
HOMEMADE CURRY PASTE ผัดเผ็ดเตา้หูผั้กรวม  
tofu is stir fried in our homemade curry paste with
zucchini, mushrooms, bamboo shoots, red and

green bell peppers and garnished with Thai basil

Noodles กว๋ยเตี�ยว
All Noodles 13.99

V21 Pad Thai ผัดไทยเจ  
rice noodles stir fried with tofu, ground roasted

peanuts, bean sprouts and spring onions

V22 Coconut Noodles กว๋ยเตี�ยวกะท ิ
rice noodles stir fried with tofu, shallots, ground

roasted peanuts, bean sprouts and spring onions in
coconut milk

V23 Pan Fried Egg Noodles หมี�กรอบราดหนา้ 
celery, carrots, broccoli, cauliflower and mushrooms
stir fried in our vegetarian stir-fry sauce over pan fried

egg noodles

V24 So Egg Noodles ผัดบะหมี�ผักรวม  
celery, carrots, broccoli, cauliflower and mushrooms

stir fried with so egg noodles in our spicy sauce

V25 Crispy Fried Noodles Mee Krob หมี�กรอบไทย 
deep-fried vermicelli noodles stir-fried with tofu and

palm sugar and garnished with spring onions

Fried Rice ขา้วผัด
All fried rice dishes 13.99

 V26 Thai Fried Rice ขา้วผัด  
jasmine rice stir-fried with tomatoes and onions, and
garnished with spring onions and sliced cucumbers

V27 Spicy Fried Rice ขา้วผัดนํ�าพรกิเผา  
jasmine rice stir-fried in chili jam, with onions and tomatoes

and garnished with cucumber

V28 Spicy Country Style Fried Rice ขา้วผัดบา้นนอก  
 

jasmine rice stir-fried with fresh chili, onions, tomatoes garlic
and gai lan

V29 Spicy Thai Basil Fried Rice ขา้วผัดใบโหระพา  
jasmine rice stir-fried with fresh chili, onions, red and green

peppers and Thai basil

V30 Siam Fried Rice ขา้วผัดสบัปะรด  
jasmine rice stir-fried with tomatoes, onion and pineapples

and garnished with cucumbers and spring onions


